What’s Your Soul’s Purpose?

By Jill Jardine, Astrologer, Healer, Therapist
Creator of the PREMATM Healing System

Thank you for downloading this report. This was created to give you
an idea of your divine nature based on your astrological sun sign. If
you’d like to find out more about your individualized Soul Purpose
please schedule a reading with me at
https://jilljardineastrology.com

SOUL PURPOSE OF EACH SUN SIGN
“WHAT’S MY DHARMA?”

You may or may not be familiar with the term “dharma.” It has a rich
history in Eastern religions. Dharma relates to cosmic laws and an
individual’s nature. Did you ever know anyone that was a natural born
teacher or the definitive nurse? That person’s dharma most likely
shows a strong indication of their natural alignment with their work.
Check out your sign below to see the basic tenets of your dharma. If
you were born on the cusp of two signs you might have some
dharmic qualities from two signs.
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SOUL PURPOSE OF EACH SUN SIGN

ARIES: (March 21- April 21):
Born at the spring equinox, and the Astrological New Year, this is a freshstart life time. You are here to have many varied and different experiences in this

life if you have incarnated under the sign of Aries, the Ram. Some astrologers may
even go as far as to say you are “young souls.” You can try things out, but you
don’t necessarily have to follow them through to fruition to get the benefits. You
can leave that to the earthier signs like Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn. The dharmic
path of Aries, is to ignite and initiate, with fiery enthusiasm. You’re a self-starter,
you have leadership abilities, and personal fortitude is one of your gifts.

TAURUS: (April 21-May 21):
You have staying power, stamina, and are the master builders and
manifestors of the Zodiac. The dharmic path of Taurus, is to create foundations,
manifest on the material plane, and learn about mastery of resources. That
means you are here to learn about money and all it’s lessons, such as not being
too greedy, too financially rigid, nor withholding, nor too spend-thrift. You are
here to enjoy the sensuous pleasures of the body, food and other fruits of this

worldly plane all while bringing Spirit into matter!

GEMINI: (May 21-June 21):
Gemini incarnated in order to learn about the mind and the mental body.
The dharmic path of Gemini is conscious communication of your soul’s purpose.
Education of self and others is important, always furthering your knowledge,
whether in formal education or by reading, writing, talking, researching, or
searching the Internet is the way to further your soul path’s desire for knowing
and sharing information. Your soul inclines you toward being a natural teacher,
writer or sales person. Being born in the sign of the twins, will also bring up
issues around balancing your shadow side and your ‘bright side”.
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CANCER: (June 21-July 21)
Being born under the sign of the Moon, Cancer’s dharma is to
understand and master their emotions, senses and moods. This lifetime is about
learning to translate your deep feeling sense into something healing you can share
with others. This could be through nurturing others, sharing your psychic gifts,
being a healing force, and providing comfort for yourself and others. Your Cancer
soul seeks to find a stable and peaceful inner center and live your life from there
with contentment and balance.

LEO: (July 21-August 21):
Ruled by the Sun, Leo’s dharma requires they share the “fire of the heart”

in this lifetime. You may have been royalty or aristocracy in prior lifetimes and you
may attain leadership roles in this lifetime, but you are here to learn humility. Your
soul purpose is to be a creative force in this world and share your gifts. Leo may
possess talents as a performer, artist, musician, leader, and coach (in their ability
to inspire others with their fiery enthusiasm). Leo has the soul choice to warm or
burn, create or destroy. Being a fixed sign, Leo has to watch for too much ego and
willfulness. Those who function from their heart and compassion have learned
their soul purpose.

VIRGO: (August 21-September 21):
Ruled my Mercury, the Virgo soul’s dharma is to master the mind and to
make it of service to the soul. The refined Virgo mental body can patiently
calculate, analyze, decipher, and problem solve. As a Virgo, your keynote is
“separating the wheat from the chafe”, knowing what is useful and what can be
discarded. Being too critical of yourself or others is always going to be a challenge.
Previous incarnations as doctors, nurses, or healers with critical situations of life
and death in their hands makes Virgo very responsible and wanting to do things
“just right” to avoid catastrophe. Virgo is the sign of service, if you’re a Virgo, you’re
here for the soul purpose to serve the greater good in some way, and learn that
“service is the freedom of the soul.”
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LIBRA: (September 21-October 21):
There’s no getting around that this lifetime is about understanding
relationships for Libra. This is not meant to be a solitary life for Libra.
The soul purpose for Libra is BALANCE. They have to be careful not to go to
extremes and balance their own needs with the needs of others. They may find
themselves leaning to placate others in order to maintain relationships. Libra

has to be careful to not become the martyr and scapegoat in trying to be all
things to all people and thus sacrificing their own well-being. Your dharma is to
bring more beauty, love and peace into the world. You are here to share your
gifts of diplomacy and refined aesthetic tastes.
SCORPIO: (October 21-November 21)
If you’re a Scorpio, your dharma is about living a live a life of
transformation, hopefully furthering your soul’s evolutionary path. You
will also affect all those with whom you come in contact (for better or worse).
Your soul’s purpose is to create and regenerate. Scorpio’s tend to have an
intensity of purpose, and are not satisfied unless they are making big gains in this
life. Sometimes it takes big loss to make a gain, and as Pluto’s native, Scorpio is
no stranger to loss. Scorpio will go through cycles of death of at the psyche and
ego, only to rebirth themselves to a new level. Scorpio learns that release is part
of this lifetime, and with release there will always be the opportunity for

something new. Scorpio, like their polar opposite, Taurus are tested about
money and resources, but Scorpio is here to “share the wealth”.
SAGITTARIUS: (November 21-December 21)
Life is boring without the comedian, adventurer, or philosopher in the
crowd, and that is the role that Sagittarius plays in this incarnation. Sagittarius’
dharma is to explore horizons far and near, both outwardly and inwardly. They
are here to share their experiences and wisdom which is why they make great
teachers, counselors, ministers and humanitarians. Sagittarius is here to see the
bigger picture, to open their own minds and teach others. But most of all their
soul purpose is to “know thyself” and share their gifts of perceptivity.
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CAPRICORN: (December 21-January 21)
Capricorn is the final earth sign of the Zodiac and those who incarnate
here are learning about mastery of the earth plane. Capricorn’s dharma is about
hard work and potential for earning prestige and success. Like their animal
totem, the mountain goat, Capricorn must climb the mountain in this lifetime to
get to the goal. Ruled by Saturn, this lifetime will be karmic, meaning passage
through “the school of hard knocks” to clear out the soul’s mistakes and
misgivings in previous incarnations. An evolved Capricorn soul will work hard and
take on the tasks at hand, no matter how daunting. Much can be achieved in this
lifetime for Capricorn, and they might find themselves in positions of authority. If
you are a Capricorn, humility is the key to a smooth passage to power in fulfilling
your soul’s purpose.
AQUARIUS: (January 21-February 20)

The dharma of Aquarius is to lead and catalyze by shifting the
consciousness of the individuals and groups with whom they come in contact.
Aquarius’ mission is to pioneer new ways of thinking and “being” into the
collective. They are circuit breakers, and need a certain amount of detachment in
order to change things for the better for others. Aquarians can’t become too
detached or they will forget their connection to humanity. Aquarius’ soul purpose
is to cultivate their natural genius in ways that benefit others and not purely for
selfish gain. If you are an aquarius, you must remember that when much is given,
much is expected. More than any other sign, you must remember that you are
here to serve the greater good.
PISCES: ( February 21-March 21)
If you’re a Pisces, your soul has been “around the cosmic block.” Your
keynote in this lifetime is “to serve or suffer.” Perhaps your soul remembers a
finer or subtler vibrations from a previous incarnation. You may have a desire to

find an easier way to deal with this earthly existence. You must be careful not to
use drugs, alcohol or substances as an escape the lessons of this lifetime. Pisces
dharma is to bring their dreams and beauty down to earth through creative
expressions. Pisces has many gifts to share through art, music, dance, teaching,
and other forms of creativity. They must befriend their body, the temple for the
soul, so conscious care taking of the physical body is a dharmic requirement in
this lifetime.
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Thank you for downloading this report. This was created to give you an idea of
your divine nature based on your astrological sun sign. If you’d like to find out
more about your individualized Soul Purpose please schedule a reading with me
at
https://jilljardineastrology.com
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